We introduce a family of spacetree-based multigrid solvers that do not maintain a matrix data structure and rely on the spacetree's multiscale nature to derive coarse grids. The most sophisticated solvers from the family pick up the concept of BoxMG, which defines operator-dependent prolongation and restriction in combination with (Petrov-)Galerkin coarse grid operators. It yields robust solvers for nontrivial elliptic problems. We propose to embed the algebraic, problem-and grid-dependent multigrid operators as stencils into the grids, to evaluate all matrix-vector products in-situ throughout grid traversals, and, thus, to avoid assembly overhead that is notably cumbersome for dynamically adaptive grids. While such an approach is not literally matrix-free-the grid carries the matrix-we propose switch to a hierarchical two-scale representation of all operators. Only differences of algebraic operators to their geometric counterparts are held. These hierarchical differences can be held and exchanged with small memory footprint. Our solvers support arbitrary dynamically adaptive grids and vertically integrate the multilevel operations through spacetree linearisation which yields good memory access characteristics, while standard colouring of mesh entities with a multiscale domain decomposition allow us to run the scheme on parallel computers.
For spacetrees with multigrid, we see three possible solutions to this dilemma: We may let the spacetree's finest grid yield the grid hierarchy and the fine grid discretisation (stencils). All other operators are derived algebraically. An expensive coarse grid identification phase is omitted, while the structuredness of all grids can be exploited by the linear algebra implementations; notably by the memory allocation. Such an approach is notably reasonable if we use a linear algebra package. Alternatively, we may couple a geometric and an algebraic multigrid code. On fine meshes, diffusion processes typically dominate while material parameters are reasonably smooth. Matrix-free geometric multigrid based on rediscretisation and fixed (d-linear) inter-grid operators yields reasonable convergence. On coarser mesh hierarchies, one can employ algebraic multigrid. Such an approach [18, 25, 31, 35] is robust and fast at modest memory requirements as long as the finest algebraic problem with a matrix setup remains reasonable coarse within the grid hierarchy. Finally, we may also decide to tailor all operators to the problem manually. Inter-grid transfer operators for example can anticipate the and v behaviour on finer meshes similar to homogenisation approaches. Such a strategy does not work as black box.
We propose a fourth realisation concept that combines the advantages of spacetrees plus rediscretisation with the robustness of algebraic multigrid. Our description decomposes into three parts. We start from an outline of the used tree data structures, grid traversal and terminology. The subsequent first algorithmic contribution (Sect. 3) then discusses three multigrid solver variants that fit to spacetrees and spacetree traversals: additive, BPX-type and multiplicative solvers [6] on hierarchical generating systems [21] . All work strictly element-wisely in a multiscale sense, i.e. only require one cell or vertex record, respectively, plus their parents (next coarser entities) at a time. We describe the rediscretisation-based, matrix-free realisation of a Jacobi smoother-a unification of implementational idioms well-known for additive multigrid [29] , BPX-type solvers [30] and multiplicative multigrid [38] -and Block-Jacobi smoothers, before we enhance the geometric multigrid with Galerkin coarse grid operators. These operators of the enhanced solvers are embedded into the tree, i.e. the grid acts both as organisational and as compute data structure. Galerkin coarse grid operators improve the convergence rates, but the solver becomes really robust only once we use operator-dependent prolongation and restriction through "Black Box Multigrid" (BoxMG) [11] . BoxMG determines the inter-grid operators from a decomposition of the fine grid into disjoint patches induced by the refinement of one cell. Fusion of grid and linear algebra records and the vertical integration [1, 30] into a tree traversal-operator evaluations on different grid levels are merged into each other-facilitates a memory-efficient and memory-modest implementation [29, 41] . BoxMG on locally refined grids for bipartitioning is known [34] . Our major contribution is the fusion of BoxMG with FAS [37] which yields an elegant way to realise arbitrary dynamic adaptivity, the integration into top-down tree traversals that yield a vertical integration and the integration of stencils into the grid that yield localised, matrix-free matvecs.
Embedding all operators as stencils into the grid is not literally matrix-free. In the second part of the manuscript (Sect. 4) we thus replace the storage of the operators in the tree with a compressed encoding. We determine the difference of all operators to geometric rediscretisation or d-linear operators, respectively, and store only the hierarchical differences of algebraic to geometric stencils. In the best case, the difference is negligible and no floating point data is to be held at all. This reduces the memory footprint. We work almost matrix-free but preserve BoxMG's robustness.
The final part of the paper (Sect. 5) sketches shared and distributed memory parallelisations. The shared memory discussion derives data dependency graphs which can be fed into tasking systems, e.g. The distributed memory discussion studies data flow characteristics for non-overlapping domain decompositions with MPI as they are predominant for spacetrees.
The three parts-BoxMG on dynamically adaptive spacetrees, stencil compression and concurrency analysis-introduce two notions of hybrid algebraic-geometric multigrid that are orthogonal to the classic notion of hybrid where coarser grids are tackled by algebraic multigrid while fine grids benefit from geometric multigrid with rediscretisation [25, 31] : Our Figure 1 : Left: Spacetree for d = 2 from [39] . The top layer shows an adaptive Cartesian grid that results from a union of the individual levels of the tree. The latter is depicted in the slices below. Right: Solution to a three-dimensional convection-diffusion equation as specified by (5) with isosurfaces of the solution and three grids at y ∈ {0.1, 0.5, 0.9}. approach is hybrid as we (i) stick to the geometric multigrid structure but have algebraic operators and (ii) determine algebraic operators but store only their difference to geometric operators. Since all notions of hybridness are orthogonal, it would be possible to combine our two hybrid flavours with classic algebraic multigrid on coarser levels; even within forests.
There are conceptual limitations to the presented family of solvers: Our approach restricts to operators with the sparsity pattern of d-linear discretisation and inter-grid transfer operators. Wider operators, reasonable from an HPC point of view [17] or mandatory if stronger solver ingredients are required, induce different memory access patterns. Our approach reduces the memory footprint and data exchange but sacrifies compute power.Roadmaps predict that this is a reasonable strategy for next generation linear algebra [2] . However, the flops are not for free yet. The most severe restriction is that our approach can not tackle problems where geometric coarsening cannot resolve coarse effects anymore. Besides conceptual limitations, the present manuscript also falls short on scalability and performance engineering: it focuses on implementational idioms and provides only feasibility studies.
Spacetrees and full approximation storage on generating systems
Let a spacetree be a generalisation of octrees or quadtrees w.r.t. dimension d and the cut cardinality k ≥ 2 [41] . We embed Ω into a d-dimensional hypercube and cut it equidistantly into k pieces along each coordinate axis. The original hypercube is the root. It acts as parent node to the newly created k d smaller hypercubes which are children of the root. Root in turn is the parent of its children. This process is repeated recursively. Per cube we decide independently whether to refine. The construction scheme yields a spacetree ( Fig. 1 ). Each node of the tree graph represents one cell, i.e. square (d = 2) or cube (d = 3). Let the level of a cell be the minimal number of construction steps we need to create it. Root has level 0. This usage of the term level results from a graph language. All cells of a spacetree T with level span a grid Ω h, . Such an Ω h, can be ragged, but all cells have exactly the same size. The union of all Ω h, yields an adaptive Cartesian mesh Ω h . The recursive construction scheme ensures that the grids Ω h,0 ⊆ Ω h,1 ⊆ Ω h,2 ⊆ . . . ⊆ Ω h are embedded into each other. Each grid level defines vertices. As a result, a vertex is unique through its position in space plus its level. We distinguish three different vertex types: A vertex is hanging if it has less than 2 d adjacent cells on the same level. A vertex is refined if there exists another non-hanging vertex at the same position in space on a finer level. This implies that all adjacent cells are refined further. All other vertices are unrefined.
Our operators stem from a finite element discretisation of (1) with d-linear shape functions. This yields 3 d -point stencils on regular grids. Let each non-hanging vertex induce a shape function that spans all adjacent cells of the same level. The spacetree's shape functions then form a hierarchical generating system [21] . We realise Full Approximation Storage (FAS) [8, 37] combining the hierarchical generating system with the idea of the Fast Adaptive Composite-Grid Method (FAC) [23, 28] :
• Let a refined vertex hold the nodal value of all the vertices at the same spatial position with a higher level: u = Iu +1 with I being the point-wise injection: We copy the u values of any vertex onto the u values of coarser vertices for each vertex pair sharing the same spatial position.
• Let a hanging vertex's value be the d-linear interpolant from the coarser meshes.
• Apply the same discretisation technique on every level.
Solvers not coupling the levels further-all our multiplicative smoothers do so-can be read as a domain decomposition where coarser grids prescribe the values at hanging nodes, while fine grid values yield Dirichlet values in regions of the coarse grid overlapped by finer discretisations. This renders the handling of hanging nodes and, more general, adaptivity straightforward. Notably, it implies that any discretisation stencil can be unaware of resolution transitions. All discretisation operators have strict local support, as a stencil spans 3 d neighbouring vertices. Let inter-grid transfer operators have local support, too. A parent vertex b of a vertex a is any vertex that has at least one adjacent cell that is a parent of an adjacent cell of b. Interpolation and restriction couple vertices and parents only. d-linear interpolation and restriction are actually even slightly sparser.
The spacetree's cascade of grids embeds function spaces into each other. We propose to exploit this through the HTMG idea [20] . Let A u = b be the linear equation system for (1) on a level . The u here are weights of the shape functions in Ω h, . u comprises degrees of freedom on the fine grid mesh of level . It also contains correction degrees of freedom if there are unrefined vertices on . b results from a discretisation of f if we are on the finest level. Otherwise, it comprises a multigrid correction component. Instead of a correction equation we use the Petrov-Galerkin coarse grid operator definition, switch to FAS and solve
A is the level operator, e or r are the nodal shape function correction weights or residuals, respectively, and P and R are prolongation and restriction. id is the identity.r is called hierarchical residual,û hierarchical value. Given an injected (a coarse) representation of the solution on a level through I, a multigrid solver computes a coarse grid update, keeps track of this coarse grid solution modification e and prolongs this value later back to the fine grid. While a coarse data representation is advantageous for non-linear problems, we highlight a different property here: A and u play two different roles in adaptive meshes: In unrefined regions, they represent a discretisation of the PDE, while they formalise a correction equation otherwise. The transition between the two usually requires special attention; unless we use FAS.
Various strategies for storing and handling spacetrees, i.e. traversing and providing adjaceny information, efficiently are known-notably in combination with SFCs: Storage within (hash) maps [22] , serialisation/linearisation of the whole tree [36] , which allows us in our code [40] to encode a tree traversal into a push-back automaton holding all adjacency data [41] , on-the-fly computation of neighbours via Morton codes [10] , and so forth. All enlisted variants do not store adjacency explicitly and thus avoid memory overhead. In the present paper we do not restrict ourselves to a particular storage scheme but rely on the following traversal paradigm:
Definition 1 A multiscale element-wise traversal of the spacetree is a traversal of the cascade of grids Ω h, where 1. each cell is processed only once, and the traversal offers throughout this processing access to all adjacent vertex data, 2. each cell access allows for access to the cell's parent as well as its adjacent vertices, 3 . and a refined cell is processed after its children (coarse-to-fine traversal).
Def. 1 gives a partial order on the tree. The order can be formalised as a set of operation applications handleCell : T → T . They describe transitions of the multiscale grid data. handleCell implicitly introduces two further orders touchV ertexF irstT ime and touchV ertexLastT ime on the tree's vertices that specify when a vertex is read for the very first time and for the last time. Mirroring the statements from Def. 1, the corresponding operations shall have access to their parent data, too. We finally augment this set by a fourth transition: descend accepts a cell and its adjacent vertices as well as the 3 d children of the cell with their vertices and precedes any handleCell on any child.
Observation 1
The classic depth-first tree traversal yields a multiscale element-wise traversal of the spacetree's multiscale grid.
This observation [29, 41] is important as depth-first interweaves the traversal of multiple scales. Furthermore, a cell is "left" if and only if all of its children have been processed. Such a vertical integration [1] ensures high temporal and spatial data access locality: The probability that a vertex manipulated by one cell is required soonafter again by a neighbouring cell is high. We obtain excellent cache behaviour [29] -even in a multiscale environment.
Solver realisations
A stencil of a vertex v describes the entries of one row in A . Such a row (A ) v decomposes over the cells adjacent to v. To compute r v = (A ) v u, we can either compute r v by a sum over the vertices, or we can split up (A ) v additively over all the cells and accumulate r v element-wisely.
Geometric multigrid variants
Geometric additive multigrid with rediscretisation and one Jacobi smoothing step per level fits into the multiscale element-wise traversal once we shift the multigrid cycle by half a grid traversal (Algorithm 1) and introduce a helper variable d for the correction terms: We switch from a fine-to-coarse to a coarse-to-fine grid level enumeration with backtracking. All required matvec entries can be determined on-the-fly per cell. This holds for diag(A ) extracting diagonal elements from A , too. Let ω be a generic smoothing parameter. In the present paper, we either use a constant ω, or we damp ω exponentially, i.e. use ω on the finest level, ω 2 on the first correction level, ω 3 from hereon, and so forth. Within the spacetree paradigm, the smoothing factor is decreased with the number of coinciding vertices on finer levels: the coarser the level the smaller the smoother impact. Such a vertex count can be realised throughout the bottom-up steps [30] . Algorithm 1 works out-of-the-box for adaptive grids if we set the nodal value u in any hanging vertex to the d-linear interpolant from the coarser levels, setû = 0, and make the operator R affect solely refined vertices. Any grid region can be refined dynamically as long as we set the nodal value of a newly created vertex to the linear interpolant. Higher order schemes require a more sophisticated treatment of new vertices. Removing vertices works without any additional effort.
Textbook multigrid typically demands for an exact coarse grid solve on max . We either skip exact coarse grid solves-in this case, we run one Jacobi step on the coarsest level-or we run Jacobi sweeps on the coarsest grid until the residual there underruns 10 −12 . Better iterative or direct solvers are more reasonable in many cases. See [4] for a (preconditioned) CG that fits to the present matrix-free paradigma.
Algorithm 1 Geometric additive multigrid based upon rediscretisation. It embeds into a multiscale element-wise spacetree traversal such as a depth-first ordering and thus is invoked by geomAdd( max ). If all hanging nodes are made to hold the d-linear interpoland of the next coarser levels the code works on arbitrary adaptive meshes.
Vertex-wise operations with 3:
r ← 0 andr ← 0 coarse-to-fine data flow realising the final step (correction) 4:
b ← 0 for all b associated to refined vertices of classic additive multigrid 5:
if < max then geomAdd( + 1) end if Recursion into finer grid levels 6:
r ← −A u ;r ← −A û Cell-wise residual accumulations 7:
Vertex-wise restriction of right-hand 11:
side and injection of solution 12: end function Table 1 : Overview of unknowns per vertex v in the three geometric multigrid variants. The marked entries show which unknowns are used in which solver. pers in the column indicates that the value is required in-between two solver iterations, i.e. has to be stored persistently. tmp denotes that it is required only temporarily. Lines 2-4 translate directly into activities that we perform whenever a vertex is read for the first time throughout a grid traversal. The residual accumulations in line 6 translate into element-wise operations. All remaining updates are to be realised when a vertex is touched for the last time throughout a multiscale grid traversal. The recursion and the cell-wise updates are concurrent. Their evaluation can be permuted. A depth-first spacetree traversal for example intermixes cell operations with vertex updates on finer levels. Coarse grid residual evaluations then work with inconsistent nodal approximations u. Since the fine grid work updates coarse grid values throughout the computation (last branch), some coarser operator accumulations rely on outdated unknown values from the previous traversal that are then updated while the residual is computed. This data inconsistency can be eliminated by an additional helper variable as detailed in [30] .
Observation 2
We can realise a matrix-free, geometric additive multigrid solver (a solver based upon d-linear inter-grid operators and rediscretisation of coarse grid matrices) within an element-wise multiscale traversal that requires, amortised, one multiscale grid sweep per additive cycle.
Starting from the additive multigrid, we can write down a BPX variant with a single-touch policy (Algorithm 2) if we introduce an additional helper variable i carrying an injection of the fine grid updates from c-points. A c-point is a grid point that also exists on the next coarser level. Any refined vertex coincides with at least one c-point. Different to additive multigrid, BPX automatically keeps all levels consistent, as each unknown always is updated only on the coarsest grid where a vertex exists. Spatially coinciding vertices on finer levels hold replica of coarse grid weights. As a result, ω is level-independent. For both additive multigrid and BPX, the first grid sweep realises only a Jacobi smoother on the fine grid. From the second traversal on, each grid sweep realises one multilevel update and anticipates operations from the follow-up iteration.
Algorithm 2 Geometric BPX variant with rediscretisation. It embeds into a multiscale element-wise spacetree traversal such as a depth-first ordering and is invoked by geomBPX( max ).
Vertex-wise operations from geomAdd
b ← 0 for all b associated to refined vertices 7:
if < max then geomBPX( + 1) end if 8:
Injection of skipped updates 13:
d ← 0 for c-points Skip update 14: end function Observation 3 We can realise a matrix-free, geometric BPX solver within an element-wise multiscale traversal that requires, amortised, one multiscale grid sweep per additive cycle.
The realisation of a multiplicative scheme requires a state automaton S steering the algorithm. Let S have two properties current(S) and old(S) that identify the current smoothing level as well as the previous one. At startup, current(S) = old(S) = max . The automaton S supports two transitions: If we invoke S ← ascend(S), current(S) is decreased. If we invoke S ← descend(S), current(S) is increased. Both operations are controlled from an outer loop.
Algorithm 3 Geometric Multiplicative multigrid with rediscretisation. It embeds into a multiscale element-wise spacetree traversal such as a depth-first ordering and is invoked by geomMult( max , S) per smoothing step. S is a state machine holding the current and previous active smoothing level. The combination of these two levels distinguishes pre-from post-processing and triggers inter-grid data transfers.
We study only V (µ pre , µ post )-cycles with µ pre ≥ 1 and µ post ≥ 1. Algorithm 3 is ran once per multigrid cycle step. If we realise a V (µ pre , µ post )-cycle the algorithm's recursive function is invoked (µ pre + µ post )( max − min + 1) times. The S state transitions are invoked between two function calls. We end up with three different state configurations. For current(S) = old(S) we perform either a pre-or a post-smoothing step. It is not the first smoothing step on level current(S). For current(S) = old(S) − 1 we run the first pre-smoothing step on current(S) and restrict the right-hand side from level old(S) to the next coarser level. For current(S) = old(S) + 1 we run the first post-smoothing step on current(S) and prolong corrections from level old(S) to the next finer level. It is an obvious optimisation not to descend through the whole tree all the time, but to stop the recursion at max{current(S), old(S)}.
Cells contribute to the residual either if they are on the active level or if they belong to a level that is coarser than the active level and are adjacent to at least one unrefined vertex. As discussed, such a multiscale smoothing can be read in a domain decomposition language where coarser grid values are overwritten by overlapping fine grid values. Many multiplicative multigrid codes coarsen all grid regions when they ascend. The present code does not. It coarsens the levels that are finer than the previous smoothing level. This makes the code easier to digest. A fine grid region then is subject to the more smoothing steps the coarser it is, which in turn might mean that the algorithm is not working optimally in terms of cost. An analysed tree grammar storing per vertex how many vertices are held at the same positionwe use such a value to determine ω for the additive solver; see the remarks on exponential damping in [30] -might be used to realise uniform coarsening over Ω.
Observation 4
We can realise a matrix-free, geometric multiplicative multigrid solver within an element-wise multiscale traversal that realises one smoothing step per grid sweep.
Spacetree block smoothers
Strict element-wise matvecs render any smoother point Jacobi impossible if a whole smoothing step has to be realised within one grid traversal: As we update an unknown when a vertex is used for the last time, information of a vertex can propagate by at most one cell per grid sweep. The grid sweep basically allows us to evaluate the matvec on the solution held at the start of the sweep. The result can be applied directly to the solution but updated information cannot propagate further in the same sweep. Gauß-Seidel or line smoothers thus cannot be realised within one grid traversal. Coloured schemes require one grid traversal per colour. Krylov schemes work if we evaluate the matvec as well as all scalar products in one grid sweep and apply the impact in a second sweep [4] . With pipelining, multiple sweeps can be fused and the amortised cost per unknown update can be reduced [17] . In the present manuscript, we restrict ourselves exclusively to multigrid ingredients with minimalistic memory access.
Point Jacobi is a poor choice for many non-trivial parameter combinations in (1). To facilitate more powerful smoothers without giving up data locality or single touch, we generalise the tree traversal by a descend event (see Sect. 2). In a depth-first traversal code, such an operation makes a recursive step down within the tree and loads all children of a node before it continues recursively; a one-level recursion unrolling [15] . Though this technique allows us to realise inter-grid transfer operators [38] , we stick to vertex-wise transfer operator realisations. Yet, we use descend to implement block smoothers.
A block smoother accepts all (k + 1) d vertices and runs the solver's correction steps for them if not triggered by adjacent cells already. We distinguish three different types of vertices ( Fig. reffig :gridpoints) as required in Sect. 3.4 for BoxMG, too, and we use the term block Jacobi for a smoother that performs Jacobi on the γ and c points and processes the ι vertices differently. Let the block Jacobi postpone modification of the patch's (k − 1) d ι-vertices (clearance of right-hand sides, e.g.) when it loads them and run Gauß-Seidel sweeps on them. Then it computes the postponed operations from the algorithms, determines the hierarchical surplus and continues element-wisely.
While an exact solve on the interior points of a patch would be possible and even trivial for k = 2, we use k = 3 and find it convenient to make the patch sweeps run Gauß-Seidel iterations. For the geometric multigrid solver, these iterations use on-the-fly rediscretisation. For the Galerkin and BaoxMG variants, we make them use stencils that are explicitly available. The proposed technique falls into the class of hybrid smoothers [5] . See also remark at Observation 5 Through an augmentation of the multiscale element-wise spacetree traversal with a descend operation, the realisation of block Jacobi smoothers is straightforward. They preserve the data locality of the element-wise traversal.
We observe that block Jacobi may not be used in the coarsening step in the multiplicative algorithm variant as we fuse the computation of the correction's right-hand side with a smoothing step on the new coarse grid. This is possible as the right-hand side on the correction grid is not required to evaluate the element-wise operators. However, a block smoother on the new coarse grid would require such information. This observation would not hold if we plugged into an ascend operation but would move the problem into the postsmoothing.
Combinations of descend and ascend solve the problem but sacrifice algorithmic simplicity.
Galerkin multigrid variants
Galerkin in our manuscript denotes all multigrid variants where prolongation and restriction are d-linear while coarse grid operators result from A −1 = RA P . We use the term Galerkin as R = P T in our numerical examples. The code, however, holds both P and R separately and hence supports Petrov-Galerkin. We reiterate that the Galerkin A −1 equals the rediscretisation operator for constant with v = 0. The computation of A −1 depends on a cascade of evaluations on finer levels, an on-the-fly computation of A −1 is impossible. The coarse grid system has to be held explicitly. For this, we augment the vertex records with 3 d (for multiplicative multigrid) or 2 · 3 d (for additive and BPX) doubles. They hold the stencil associated with a vertex that in turn determines the element-wise matrices. All r ← −A u andr ← −A û evaluations are modified such that they read the stencils from the cells' adjacent vertices. Whenever we create a new vertex, the stencil entries are initialised via PDE discretisation. To determine the Galerkin operator, we accumulate the coarse grid operator together with the residual by decomposing A −1 | v = (RA P )| v over all 2 d · 3 d child cellsĉ of the cells adjacent to v (Fig. 2 ). This strategy is element-wise w.r.t. level − 1. [38] To make the accumulation work, we have to clear stencils of refined vertices before we implement the aforementioned additive scheme. If a grid is stationary and the PDE is linear we could skip any re-accumulation of coarse grid operators. However, it is convenient to recompute the coarse grid operators all the time. In this case, we do not have to analyse whether the grid changes [15] and the scheme can directly be applied to non-linear settings. As the fine grid operators are held in caches anyway to evaluate the matvec and as coarse grid data has typically been used just before because of the vertical integration, the reaccumulation does not increase the pressure on the memory subsystem. We could omit the storage of the stencils on the finest grids and rely on on-the-fly rediscretisation. Yet, we introduce a wholistic memory compression applying to all grid levels in Sect. 4.
If we recompute the Galerkin operator in each traversal we need both a valid operator and memory to accumulate the coarse grid stencils for the additive solver variants. Additive multigrid and the BPX variant thus store a copy of the stencil upon the first read of a vertex in the data structure. Hereafter, all current stencil entries are cleared and we start the accumulation. Matvecs use the backup copy which can be held temporarily, i.e. is not to be stored in-between two grid sweeps.
A Galerkin variant of Algorithm 3 does not require duplicated stencils. Let
A vertex's stencil is set to zero when we read the vertex for the first time if recomputeGalerkin = . Coarse operator contributions are added to those coarser vertices where the predicate holds. They are not altered on finer grids than the active smoothing level or throughout the descend process.
Observation 6 If we augment each vertex data structure by 3 d (multiplicative) or 2 · 3 d doubles (additive and BPX) we can realise Galerkin multigrid variants within the elementwise multiscale traversal which work on-the-fly.
BoxMG
Vast numbers of techniques are known to construct PDE-dependent inter-grid transfer operators. We rely on BoxMG [11] . It has been shown to yield robust and efficient multigrid solvers for a large class of problems while relying on geometric coarsening: BoxMG can be seen as a special case of classical algebraic multigrid where the definition of "strong connections" is a geometric instead of an algebraic one [26] . Our work follows [38, 42] who use three-partitioning (cmp. [13] ), as we employ k = 3. Yet, the scheme applies to other k, too.
BoxMG makes the impact of a coarse grid correction u −1 onto u fall into the PDE's nullspace. For this, it distinguishes c-, γ-and ι-points ( Fig. 2) :
with a proper reordering of the unknowns. P = (P c P γ P ι ) T results from five steps:
1. c-points are assigned the value of their coarse counterpart coinciding spatially. P c = I T with I from FAS.
2. We ignore the impact of γ-and ι-points on c-points and from ι-points on γ-points. A cγ = A cι = A γι = 0 and, therefore, A cc = id. A γc and A ιc are brought to the right-hand side.
3.
remains hard to solve as the matrices are large. BoxMG therefore decomposes the level into patches (Fig. 2) . To reduce inter-patch dependencies, the two-dimensional stencils belonging to γ points are collapsed to one-dimensional stencils by summing up all stencil entries in the dimension perpendicular to the corresponding coarse grid line. In d = 2 and for coarsening by a factor of three, each two γ points on a coarse grid line can be computed from the two neighbouring c points and themselves by solving two equations in two unknowns:
4. As multigrid is defined over residual equations, it is reasonable to assume b γ = b ι = 0. This yields a linear equation for P γ .
5. Finally, the four ι are computed by solving four equations in four unknowns.
The restriction is given by R = P T for symmetric problems. The overall multigrid scheme is supplemented with Galerkin multigrid coarse grid operators. An extension to three dimensions is straightforward [7, 12, 33] ; see [42] for k = 3. More efficient BoxMG variants apply a postsmoothing step similar to smoothed aggregation to P and do not neglect the right-hand side [26] in (2) . Furthermore, using the symmetric part of the system operator 1 2 (A + A T ) for the construction of the BoxMG prolongation operator improves the convergence and robustness for non-symmetric setups, i.e. setups with convection, considerably [11, 42] . Such a Petrov-Galerkin scheme is not applied here though all data structures are well-suited.
Observation 7 BoxMG yields inter-grid transfer operators that can be represented by 5 dstencils per vertex. We thus can realise an algebraic-geometric multigrid solver without any external global matrix.
The computation of P and R fits to descend, and we can store the results as stencils in the vertices. Again, we need (temporary) backups of the inter-grid operators in the additive variants. All statements and details on (re-)accumulation of stencils for the coarse grid operators apply to the BoxMG-operators, too.
As BoxMG localises the inter-grid computation through patches, it is well-suited for spacetree-based non-conforming grids. The interpoland on hanging vertices is not any longer determined geometrically. It instead results from P and R according to the BoxMG formalism. At the hanging vertices, well-suited stencils that can be collapsed are required. While d-linear interpolation of stencils is an option for hanging vertices, we use rediscretisation.
We close our BoxMG discussion with the remark that BoxMG's stencil collapsing seems to be a natural candidate to realise better block smoothers: If we apply collapsing on γpoints these points can be subject to a Gauß-Seidel smoother along the ι-points of a patch [38] . Yet, we were not able to identify any significant convergence speedup in our numerical experiments for such an operator modification, which might be a result of reasonable wellbehaved experimental setups.
Stencil compression
Our Galerkin and BoxMG multigrid variants are not literally matrix-free. They do not store A in a dedicated matrix data structure,but they store the stencils within the grid. Since sparse matrix storage formats exist that introduce a small administrative overhead [24] , the savings through this in-situ storage are limited. Yet, significant savings can be made if we omit storage on the finest grid levels and recompute the stencils there on-the-fly. This does not introduce any savings on coarser grids and, if the discretisation is costly through material parameters that have to be integrated or sophisticated boundary conditions, e.g., it might performance-wisely be better to store the stencils on the finest grid level, too. The other way around, we know that Galerkin coarse grid operators resemble rediscretisations for smooth , small v = 0 or fine mesh sizes. We thus introduce a hierarchical operator representation A = A − A rediscretised ,P = P − P d−linear andR = R − R d−linear . A,P andR can be computed whenever we use a vertex for the last time throughout a grid traversal. It is obvious that either A orÂ have to be held in-between two iterations, i.e. we can either store the original operator or reconstruct this operator from the hierarchical representation upon the subsequent vertex load. The argument holds forP andR analogously.
Observation 8 For reasonably well-behaved setups where is smooth and v is small in most of the domain, the entries of the hierarchical operatorsÂ,P andR are small. They hold fewer valid digits than made available through the IEEE standard.
For an almost matrix-free multigrid realisation, we thus propose to apply a technique orthogonal to [14] . When we store a vertex, we rewrite all three operators held within the vertex into their hierarchical representation. If the operators are zero, i.e., the stencil equals rediscretisation or the inter-grid transfer operators are d-linear, respectively, we mark the vertex and discard the operator's stencil. Otherwise, we convert all entries x of the hierarchical representation into a format f −1 bpa (x) = m · 2 e where the exponent e is stored in one byte (C data type char) and m ∈ N 0 . e hereby is chosen such that m fits exactly into bpa − 1 bytes as a natural number. bpa ∈ {0, 2, . . . , 8} (bytes per attribute) thus is the number of bytes that we use to store the exponent e plus the integer value m. Upon a vertex store, we determine per operator the smallest bpa such that |f bpa (x) −x| ≤ mf with mf 1. Within the vertex, solely bpa per stencil is held in-between two iterations. All three bpa values fit into 9 bits. The values e and m per stencil are piped into a separate byte stream. When we read the vertex for the first time, we take bpa from the vertex record, apply f bpa , add A rediscretised or P d−linear , and from hereon continue to work with the standard IEEE precision.
Such a conversion per vertex is not for free but could be spawned into background threads [14] . In exchange for the additional effort, we reduce the memory footprint: First, only few vertices with an uncompressed operator representation are required simultaneously at any time. Those vertices which have not been used yet or where all adjacent cells have been processed already can be held in compressed form. Second, all stencils on fine grid vertices are removed completely from the persistent data structures as and v here are simple. Third, all Galerkin and BoxMG inter-grid transfer operators are held persistently. Yet, their hierarchical surplus often is very small, yields small bpa and thus is compressed aggressively. The coarser the grid, the more bytes have to be invested on operator storage. This is not problematic as the number of coarser grid vertices is small.
Observation 9
Our implementation is almost matrix-free in terms of storage.
A similar compression can be applied to the persistent vertex properties from Table 1 as suggested in [9] which reduces the memory footprint further. We do not follow up this technique here as the stencils dominate the memory footprint.
Parallelisation
Our parallelisation considerations focus on shared memory and distributed memory via tasking or MPI, respectively. Vector parallelisation is beyond the scope. Furthermore, we rely on static graph partitioning and standard work stealing only. That is, we focus on an academic discussion of potential concurrency in the linear algebra and postpone the actual performance engineering to future work.
Shared Memory
The dynamic adaptivity plus vertical integration render standard loop-based shared memory parallelisation problematic. There are no major loops well-suited for a parallel for. Patchbased strategies [16, 17, 39] , where patches of regular grids are embedded into cells, have been applied successfully for spacetrees and facilitate loop parallelism. Such approaches even can be generalised in a multiscale way, where whole regions are tessellated by a cascade of regular grids [18, 19] . Alternatively, we may fix the grid, cut the linearised tree into chunks and distribute those among threads [32] .
To obtain reasonable peak performance, such optimisations might become necessary. We do not study them here as they impose grid regularity constraints. Instead, we derive a taskbased parallelism formalised via operation dependencies on the element-wise traversal. These dependencies can be used by any task-based library to parallelise any multiscale element-wise traversal exploiting the partial ordering of events, i.e. loading, processing and storing grid entities in parallel [15] . For all solver variants, first accesses to vertices may run in parallel as long as the traversal preserves a top-down ordering for touchV ertexF irstT ime. As soon as a set of vertices on level is loaded, all vertices on level + 1 that share solely the level vertices as parents (prolongation) can be handled in parallel. touchV ertexF irstT ime on one level is embarrassingly parallel with read-only access to the coarser level.
The element-wise residual computation exhibits a lower level of concurrency. For purely geometric multigrid solvers, no two cells may be updated concurrently that share a common vertex. This induces a red-black type colouring with 2 d colours. Galerkin and BoxMG solvers are more restrictive as they compute the residual and at the same time modify the coarse grid stencil and the inter-grid transfer operators (Fig. 3) . Here, two cells on a level may be updated in parallel if their parent cells on level − 1 do not share any common adjacent vertex. If we read as a regular grid this is a (2k) d colouring of the cells [38] . Such a multiscale dependency reduces the algorithm's concurrency severely. However, we can work with (2k) d colours while recomputeGalerkin holds, and otherwise fall back to a k d colouring.
touchV ertexLastT ime updates the unknowns, restricts right-hand sides and injects data. Updates are embarassingly parallel. As each vertex on level coincides spatially with at most one vertex on level + 1, the injection of vertices on level + 1 is embarrassingly parallel, too. Again, the multiscale traversal synchronises the individual levels and ensures that all vertices on level receive a touch last time before any of their shared parents is handed over to this event. The restriction imposes additional constraints. Where the interpolation reads coarse grid data only, the restriction reads the fine grid data (modified by the update) and writes to the coarse grid. No two vertices on level + 1 may thus be updated concurrently that share a common parent. If we read level + 1 as regular grid this implies a (2k + 1) d colouring of the vertices. Our P and R describe 5 d -point stencils and thus require a slighly sparser dependency pattern. However, it is convenient to be more restrictive: fine grid cells or vertices, respectively, then can take all adjacent stencils of their parent cell, update all stencils, and then write all stencils back. We were not able to obtain reasonable speedups if we always stick to (2k + 1) d colouring. However, we can apply this colouring only for levels and grid regions where the right-hand side needs to be re-determined.
The descend events require a 2 d colouring on the coarser level if P and R are recomputed. For the block smoothers, we run ensembles of parent cells with their children in parallel without locks. Both never modify any data on level + 1 (Fig. 2) . We use the more restrictive scheme if and only if we ascend in the tree.
Distributed Memory
Multigrid parallelisation is an active area of research. There are dozens of different strategies and it is likely that a mature solution has to be tailored to the combination of solver variant, machine and problem. In line with the shared memory parallelisation, we conduct a basic The decomposition induces a logical tree topology with masters and workers among the MPI ranks. Right: The domain decomposition is spatially non-overlapping but coarse parent cells from the master rank are replicated. The cell ordering follows the Peano SFC. dependency and data flow analysis for the multiplicative algorithms here. Additive and BPX without FAS are picked up in [29] , but how they integrate with MPI and FAS remains open as clarified by an observation in this section. Hereby, we discuss data flow exclusively at hands of level-wise non-overlapping partitioning.
A decomposition scheme fitting to our notion of element-wise spacetree traversals realises a non-overlapping multiscale domain decomposition in a top down manner: On level max , the cells are distributed among a well-suited number of ranks. The k d children of any cell from level max are distributed among a well-suited number of ranks again, but at least one child per k d patch remains assigned to the rank of the parent cell. We continue recursively (Fig. 4) . On each level, our code base uses the Peano SFC to obtain connected subpartitions with good surface-to-volume ratio [3, 22] . Graph-based approaches would be another option-notably if the proposed algorithms are extended to forests. A recursive top-down splitting constrains the potential fine grid cuts but in turn introduces a logical master-worker topology on the ranks. The latter implies that all cells have a unique owner rank.
As the cells are distributed non-overlappingly, vertices adjacent to several partitions are replicated on the ranks. For the top-down construction each rank holds, potentially, fragments of its coarser grids. If a cell's parent is not available on a particular rank we replicate it with its adjacent vertices. We face no ghost cells in a flat overlapping domain decomposition sense, but we have ghost cells in a multiscale sense. This allows us to realise all inter-grid transfer operations locally.
We assume that all replicated data is consistent after the initial grid construction. The tree traversal starts to run through the cells of max . In each refined cell, the rank handling this cell starts up all ranks responsible for the children. Within these wake-up calls, replicated coarse data on worker ranks is kept consistent: we send the delta variable d synchronously (blocking MPI) to the worker rank. In return, we have to send the right-hand side f back to the master as it is determined by finer grids, and we also inject u from remote ranks when we backtrack. Send-backs are synchronous, too. It is sufficient to exchange one (top-down) or two (bottom-up) doubles.
With coarse grid vertex representations at hand, neither the clearing of any vertex data nor the hierarchical transforms require data exchange. As we employ a cell decomposition, all element-wise residual evaluations can be done without communication. As soon as the local residual on a domain boundary vertex is accumulated, we send out this residual to all other ranks that hold a copy of this vertex. Hierarchical residuals are not exchanged and the vertex updates on boundary vertices are postponed: No update of unknowns is conducted right away. Instead, we add a prelude to the vertex's load process of the subsequent traversal. The prelude receives all residual contributions from all other adjacent ranks, adds them to the local residual and performs the unknown update. It realises the operations postponed from the previous grid traversal. This postponing of domain boundary updates decreases the speed of the solver along domain boundaries by one grid sweep. In return, the data exchange can be realised non-blockingly in the background: data is sent out when a vertex has been processed for the last time, but it is not merged into data structures prior to the subsequent Table 2 : Number of grid sweeps for additive multigrid that are required to reduce the residual by a factor of 10 −8 . The sections show d = 2 (top) and d = 3 (bottom) with ω = 0.8. All experiments are computed on regular Cartesian grids spanned by the spacetree. The tuples denote cycle counts with exponential damping (left) and undamped coarse grid relaxation (right). Jac denotes a Jacobi smoother, BJ is a block Jacobi with the number of Gauß-Seidel sweeps per block in brackets. The /e postfix implies that we use an exact coarse grid solve. grid traversal. The hierarchical residuals-partially computed along the domain boundaries-are restricted per rank. The restricted values then are exchanged. While the pure smoother can be realised with a postponed residual computation, we face challenges for adaptive grids where the domain decomposition cuts through grid resolution changes, and we face data consistency problems throughout the restriction: Our algorithms propose to fuse the reduction of the right-hand side with the accumulation of the coarse grid matvec. The latter requires the injected fine grid solution because of FAS. If the smoother's fine grid updates are postponed to the subsequent iteration we may however not yet start to evaluate the matvec on the next coarser level. No valid injected data is available there yet.
Observation 10
The fused coarse grid smoothing plus restriction may not follow a parallelised fine grid smoothing directly in the subsequent multiscale grid traversal, as the fine grid solution it not yet correctly injected to coarser levels.
A similar problem arises for adaptivity boundaries. Updates along domain boundaries are realised at the beginning of a traversal. Consequently, these updates are injected into coarser levels one sweep later than in the serial case. This has an impact on smoothers working on adaptive grids. At hands of the domain decomposition description of such smoothers, we see that the fine-to-coarse domain coupling is delayed while the coarse-to-fine coupling through interpolation remains tight.
While in our studies this weakening of the coupling is negligible-notably as we coarse fine adaptive grids first, leave other regions, and thus quickly run into regular grids throughout the V-cycles-the inconsistency from Observation 10 makes our solvers stagnate or even diverge. We thus run µ pre pre-smoothing steps per level, and then add an additional grid traversal to complete the smoothing, inject the solution to the next coarser grid and restrict the right-hand side. This break-up of smoothing and restriction into two separate grid traversals reduces the solver efficiency-additional max − min grid sweeps are required per V-cycle-but it allows us to keep the levels consistent. No data consistency problems arise throughout the steps down within the V-cycle. Pipelining eliminates the data consistency problem in the additive case [30] . We hypothesise that it could be tailored to the multiplicative case, too, to eliminate the additional synchronisation sweeps.
Our algorithm exchanges two doubles per refined vertex (r and b) and only the residual for fine grid vertices. For the dynamic adaptivity criterion, the exchange of additional quantities might become necessary. While the exchanged attribute cardinality is low, it is important to recognise that the two residuals on boundary vertices now have to be stored persistently. Without MPI, we are able to discard them after each traversal. This increases the memory footprint along domain boundaries.
The Galerkin multigrid stencils are computed additively over cells. Consequently, we may send out the partial stencils in the synchronisation traversal and receive and accumulate it in the actual ascend sweep. BoxMG determines P and R through local patch computations. A patch is always completely available on a rank as we replicate deployed cells. Consequently, the descend event requires no special attention. Along the boundary, all rank-local descends yield solely partial inter-grid transfer operators. As BoxMG computes entries along a patch boundary redundantly, all entries affecting local vertices are always available. Galerkin requires communication. The BoxMG inter-grid operators do not.
If we use compressed operator storage we also exchange compressed operators only. Instead of operator contributions, we exchange hierarchical stencil entries. This reduces the bandwidth requirements. The send/receive semantics is three-fold: If a local vertex's operators equal rediscretisation or d-linear operators respectively, we send out a simple flag. On the receive side, this flag makes the receiving rank reconstruct the incoming data through rediscretisation. If a local vertex's operator is not compressed we send out the whole operator. Otherwise we send out the bpa bits and then the corresponding byte stream of the operator. The receiving side uncompresses its local stencil, uncompresses the received data, and combines the two.
Results
We run (1) with the following choices of the PDE parameters:
and restrict ourselves to d = 2 for
= 0.01, v = sin(πx 2 − 0.5)cos(πx 1 − 0.5) −cos(πx 2 − 0.5)sin(πx 1 − 0.5) (circle).
Whenever we apply a dynamic adaptivity criterion, we evaluate per non-hanging vertex the mean value of the 3 d − 1 surrounding vertices, and compute the absolute value of the difference of this mean value to the actual vertex value. The feature-based criterion assumes that refinement pays off where the problem changes rapidly, i.e. this difference is significant. A region around a vertex is a refinement candidate if the vertex is unrefined and if the residual in the particular vertex underruns 10 −2 . Per grid sweep, we refine the 10 percent of the candidates with the biggest absolute mean value differences if the minimal mesh width permits.
To avoid a global sorting step per iteration, our code uses binning with ten bins. Each bin represents a certain range of the refinement criterion's differences. This range is adopted after each traversal as we keep statistics per bin on how many vertices fit into it. All vertices fitting into the bin representing the mean value difference are refined.
Diffusion with constant coefficients
An analytical solution for (3) is known. Geometric rediscretisation here yields the Galerkin coarse grid operator if d-linear prolongation and restriction are chosen, while BoxMG reproduces these operators. The setup thus acts as validation scenario.
All required records per vertex are enlisted in Table 1 . For the pure geometric solver, we only hold three or four, respectively, doubles per grid vertex. Exhaustive search over potential relaxation parameters for the additive solver results in ω ≈ 0.8 yielding reasonable convergence rates though no relaxation or slight overrelaxation is even faster ( Table 2) . As soon as we switch to a dynamically adaptive solver, we find that ω ≥ 1.0 becomes unstable. Thus, we stick to ω = 0.8 from hereon. We note that better convergence rates might be obtained for alternating relaxation parameters where we use a different parameter for each Figure 6 : Convergence of various solvers (3) on regular grids with ω = 0.8. Solid lines with filled symbols use a Jacobi smoother, dashed lines use block Jacobi with one Gauß-Seidel sweep, and dotted lines for apply three sweeps. Empty symbols furthermore are for solving the coarse grid problem exactly while solid symbols are for applying only µ pre + µ post sweeps on the coarsest grid. sweep. If we damp ω exponentially, we harm the speed. However, we obtain a stable scheme while otherwise the additive solver tends to overshoot for the subsequent challenges [6, 30] . The convergence speed gap between exponential ω damping and plain smoothing with uniform relaxation factor narrows if we use a block smoother, but it does not close completely. Block smoothers can double the convergence speed, but more than four Gauß-Seidel block sweeps rarely pay off. We use the same relaxation ω here for Gauß-Seidel and Jacobi. With different smoothers, we might be able to reduce this threshold of four sweeps further [38] . An exact coarse mesh solve does not pay off for the additive solvers.
In Algorithm 1, fine grid updates are immediately injected to the coarser grids. In turn, coarse grid computations might work with outdated coarse solutions which change throughout the element-wise assembly. Our experiments show that this inconsistency does not make a difference for regular grids (Fig. 5 ). It however slightly deteriorates the convergence for adaptive grids. Here, we start from h = 3 −1 and make the adaptivity criterion add further vertices. We conclude that multilevel synchronisation with pipelining [30] should be used.
All statements on additive solvers also hold for BPX besides the fact that an exact coarse grid solve here is not only unnecessary but even contraproductive (Fig. 6 ). In general, BPX from Algorithm 2 outperforms the additive solver. Block smoothing pays off. The impact of block smoothing on multiplicative multigrid is even more significiant. Exact coarse grid solves become mandatory for multigrid convergence.
Finally, we compare the residual reduction to unknown reads from memory. Reads correlate to touchV ertexF irstT ime counts while block operations and accumulations all happen in the cache [41] . Clearly, multiplicative solvers are superior to the other solver variants. However, the vast difference in iteration counts does not translate directly into speed-the difference in actual runtime is smaller (Fig. 7) . All variants yield cost in the same order of magnitude. As opposite effect regarding cost vs. iteration count, we observe that the dynamic adaptivity unfolding the grid in a full multigrid (FMG) way for BPX and the additive solver and naturally yielding real FMG without higher-order operators for the multiplicative solvers decreases the time-to-solution though it increases the iteration count ( Fig. 7) . Dynamic adaptivity reduces the cost significantly.
Jumping and anisotropic material parameters
We continue with (4) where the material parameter jumps in the middle of the domain. This jump is not aligned with the grid. For the geometric multigrid variants, any coarse grid update's d-linear interpolation P d −1 that overlaps the parameter jump does not anticipate the lack of smoothness in the solution and thus introduces a localised fine grid error.
The problem can be tackled by stronger smoothers or higher µ counts applied to the finest grids, or we can use smaller relaxation parameters ω. All approaches harm the multigrid performance. An increase of the coarsest mesh level max mitigates the oscillations, but worsens the convergence. The latter approach furthermore suffers from the fact that it is not clear which max still yields a robust solver for any setup. In our studies with geometric multigrid, we propose to rely on dynamic coarsest levels. We start with max = 1 and increase it once we observe stagnating or diverging residual behaviour. This makes our geometric solver start as a multilevel approach and deteriorate, in the worst case, to a Jacobi smoother. With Jacobi, we are not able to solve any setup from (4) with less than 300 iterations once h < 3 −2 . Even for h = 3 −2 , the additive multigrid with a 4-sweep block smoother requires already 133 iterations. Adaptive coarse grid level selection thus still is a workaround.
Experiments reveal that the problem can be solved faster if we use Galerkin coarse grid operators (Tables 3, 4 ). We end up in a situation where BPX is significantly faster than the additive multigrid variant, and recognise that a grid spacing reduction from 3 −6 to 3 −7 Table 3 : Iteration counts for the additive multigrid, additive multigrid with exact course grid solve, and BPX (left to right) with ω = 0.8 solving (4) for d = 2. ⊥ is used to denote that a solver was not able to reduce the residual by a factor of 10 8 within 300 iterations. reduces the total iteration count here: Regions of interest make the grid refine aggressively, but if the maximum level is too constrained the region spreads out and increases the vertex count unnecessarily. This anomaly carries over to the multiplicative multigrid which now clearly outperforms the other two solvers. Interestingly, an exact coarse grid solve here does not pay off anymore. We use max = 1 which cannot contribute with any useful correction as it is too coarse. It would be an option for future experiments to choose a bigger max . Dynamic adaptivity again pays off (Table 5 ) and reduces the number of unknown reads by an order of magnitude: the grid quickly refines around the material transition and thus injects the critical behaviour into the coarse grid corrections. Afterwards, it continues with its role as FMG facilitator. Empty entries in Table 5 result from the fact that we always stop after 300 iterations; an iteration count that is quickly met if grid "setup" iterations are counted as part of an FMG cycle.
Our follow-up experiments (5) continue to have jumps but furthermore introduce anisotropic regions. Anisotropic behaviour misfits d-linear inter-grid transfer operators, too. All geometric solvers are ill-suited for this problem. They do not converge (figure in Table 8 ). While the regular Galerkin solvers converge, mesh-independent convergence is lost completely (Tables 6,7). Again, an exact coarse grid solve in the multiplicative setting is not required: No matter how exact the coarsest problem is solved, the prolongation of the correction always yields wrong fine grid modes for varying or anisotropic i = j .
The dynamic adaptivity criterion continues to make a dynamic approach outperform its regular grid counterpart in terms of cost (Table 8) , while the actual number of grid sweeps is higher by a factor of four. Yet, the sweeps are cheap as long as the grid has not unfolded substantially. For the irregularity of (5), the feature-based adaptivity now refines anisotropic regions, regions around changes and along the boundary (figure in Table 7 ).
Convection-dominated problems and BoxMG
The recirculating flow (6) with inflow boundary conditions from the left and right side ( Fig. 3) introduces non-zero convection which injects non-symmetry into A. The convection coefficients vary in space and there is a singularity in the middle of the domain. Furthermore, the closed characteristics prevent the error from being "pushed out" of the domain by relaxation. Geometric multigrid and Galerkin multigrid variants from our solver family solve this problem if we use dynamic coarse grid adaption. However, max increases fast and hence the solvers degenerates quickly into pure (block) Jacobi. Once we supplement the Galerkin with BoxMG, we obtain a faster, stable solver for the circle (Table 9 ). While the solver is robust, the experiment illustrates the three shortcomings of our code: A reasonably high max has to be chosen to make an exact coarse grid solve meaningfulthe rotation cannot be resolved on too coarse grids-but at the same time it has to define a reasonably coarse system to make the solve fast. A better, black-box max identification is required. A stronger smoother such as ILU, Kaczmarz or alternating line Gauss-Seidel is necessary for dominating v-our block smoothers are ill-suited or irrelevant for strongly convective setups (not shown). Finally, Petrov-Galerkin is required to mitigate the stability problems further [11, 42] . Despite these three shortcomings, we observe again that dynamic adaptivity pays off. 
Memory consumption
To quantify the memory savings, we study dynamically adaptive grids with a multiplicative V11-BoxMG solver. Our measurements compare an uncompressed version with mf ∈ {10 −2 , 10 −4 , 10 −8 }. The memory savings are enormous for the (3) benchmark where all operators are well-known to reduce to their rediscretisation or d-linear counterpart. The bigger mf , the more boundary points are compressed and the faster the savings increase with decreasing mesh size. With decreasing h, the code grows matrix-free with rediscretisation everywhere. For (4) and (6), we preserve significant memory savings though they are by a factor of two to four smaller than for the sin setup. We may choose rather small mf = 10 −8 and nevertheless obtain both high compression rates and preserve the solvers' semantics [14] . If the compression is too aggressive the adaptivity criterion yields slightly different adaptivity patterns; likely through inexact arithmetics.
Stencils plus the unknowns from Table 1 yield a memory footprint of 3 + 3 d + 2 · 5 d doubles plus another byte for grid management [41] if we use serialised spacetrees. This already is a small memory footprint for dynamically adaptive grids. With the proposed compression techniques, we can reduce the average footprint to close to 3 doubles plus a byte per vertex without loosing algebraic multigrid operators.
Parallel studies
We close our experiments with brief feasibility studies validating the parallel well-suitedness of the proposed techniques. All experiments are conducted on a cluster with Intel Xeon E5-2650 v2 (Ivy Bridge) nodes with 16 2 translates all codes based on the spacetree PDE framework Peano [40] .
Our shared memory feasibility study maps the dependencies from Sect. 5.1 directly onto TBB tasks. Such an approach validates the correctness of proposed dependency constraints, but it is well-known to yield non-optimal performance. For reasonable speed, tasks representing a code with a that small arithmetic intensity have to be merged into bigger task assemblies to balance between tasking overhead and obtained concurrency [32, 39] .
Nevertheless, we observe speedup ( Fig. 8 ). While small problem sizes (h ≤ 3 −6 ) for d = 2 speed up when we activate TBB but stick to one core, bigger setups show that there is an overhead introduced by the task modelling. More lightweight tasking systems might be able to reduce this overhead. While one might expect a decrease of the serial cost per unknown due to an amortisation of grid management overhead, we observe an inverted behaviour: With more unknowns, the number of grid levels increases. When we increase the core count, we observe some speedup for both the variant with compression and runs without any compression. Naturally, the speedup with compression is larger than the speedup for a plain implementation as the arithmetic intensity per grid entity is higher due to computation ofR,P andÂ. However, this speedup improvement cannot close the gap between the code with compression and without compression completely. We assume that such a closure could be possible with a well-suited deployment of the hierarchical transform and their inverse onto background tasks [14] .
All experiments use V(1,1)-cycles which is a worst-case choice from a shared memory point of view. Following the dependency discussion in Sect. 5.1, the task graph here is denser than for any other cycle. Indeed, a 2/2 cycle shows significant better scaling as the dependency graph is sparser for half of the grid sweeps (not shown here; cmp. [38] ). This observation implies that uniform cost-per-vertex models are inappropriate here. For realworld application, it remains open where the optimal balance between effort and convergence is.
We keep µ pre = µ post = 1 for our subsequent MPI experiments and thus stick to worst-case setups because of the additional synchronisation grid sweeps. Our decomposition is naive:
We set max = 1 and employ 3 k ranks on the coarsest level. To obtain highest performance, this is inconvenient [31] . However, it validates the correctness. The domain decomposition is done in a top-down greedy fashion: starting from max , we recursively split up the grid further until no idle ranks are left. Per level, one cell with is assigned per rank. Proper load balancing might find this too aggressive and ill-balanced. With the present approach, we have to expect speedups with step curve behaviour: whenever the grid is regular, a greedy approach obtains good load balancing if the number of ranks matches 3 di , i ∈ N. For dynamically adaptive grids, no such general statement can be made but we have to expect ill-balancing.
Even though we select the simplest parallelisation ingredients for a parallel algorithms, we obtain some speedup (Fig. 9 ). The step behaviour becomes clearly visible, while the operator compression again helps to close the gap between code with compression and without any compression. It remains unclear compared to the shared memory experiments why the serial cost per unknown does no longer increase with growing h ≥ 6-an effect that deserves further attention. We conclude that our concepts in principle fit to a parallel environment. However, future experiments have to comprise proper load balancing and performance engineering. Furthermore, more advanced multigrid parallelisation techniques such as segmental refinement [1] or, in general, overlapping domain decompositions can preserve such a tree-like MPI rank topology and at the same time yield higher performance.
Conclusion and outlook
This paper takes BoxMG on spacetrees [38] to propose some, to the best of our knowledge, new techniques: We apply the BoxMG concept to additive and BPX-type solvers. We combine BoxMG with HTMG and thus are able to support dynamically adaptive grids without any constraints on the frequency of the grid refinement or transition of refinement regions. We are able to vertically integrate various multilevel operations which can be used to obtain excellent memory access characteristics, while all stencil information is encoded directly within the grid. This is our first methodological contribution. We discuss an on-the-fly stencil compression that brings together the robustness of BoxMG with the memory modesty of geometric rediscretisation. There are efficient matrix storage schemes for dynamically adaptive formats [24] , but our approach goes beyond that as it analyses the operators themselves. It also reduces the amount of data exchanged between multiple ranks. This is our second contribution. Finally, we sketch, as third methodological contribution, the impact of the proposed algorithms on parallel programming.
The resulting family of solvers is a hybrid between algebraic and geometric multigrid and a hybrid between matrix-free and stencil-holding techniques. A third level of hybrid-purely algebraic solvers on reasonably coarse grid supplemented by geometric grid hierarchies on finer levels-would fit to the proposed concepts.
While the realisation idioms are elegant, our experiments reveal that the convergence speed for convection-dominated problems deserves additional attention. Our approach's dynamic adaptivity and an adaptive coarse grid choice are not able to mitigate the fact that we do not always work with the best coarsest grid levels. While a manual identification of such a grid level is reasonable for many applications, a long term goal has to be to derive well-suited blackbox coarse grid estimators that can be used within the developed algorithmic environment and autonomously identify a good max . Convection-dominated problems require Petrov-Galerkin inter-grid transfer operators. Our data structures are well-suited for such operators, but the experiments lack their implementation. They provide a technical proof of concept. Yet, Petrov-Galerkin operators have been used before in the spacetree-BoxMG context and thus do not pose any unsolved challenge. The most important multigrid shortcoming of the present work is the restriction to Jacobi and block Jacobi smoothers. They are not strong enough. This restriction results from a single-touch single-traversal doctrin in combination with the element-wise tree traversal which renders any other smoother impossible. As such, the present studies have academic character, and it is important in the future to weaken the single-sweep paradigm, allow for multiple grid traversals per smoothing step and to realise stronger smoothers. While this might seem to be less elegant from an implementation point of view, it might turn out to be favourable from a parallelisation point of view to run over the grid multiple times as long as the rank-local work increases faster than the exchanged data cardinality.
Irrespective of our work's limitations and natural follow-up work such as the application to more complex problems or real performance engineering, we emphasise a solver property that deserves particular attention: The studied class of low order discretisations yields compact stencils with relatively low arithmetic intensity. Such stencil codes can, in the context of iterative solvers, significantly benefit from careful tuning such as diamond tiling. However, most tunings require invariant stencils in order to perform [27] . Our work targets primarily problems where stencil entries are not constant which manifests in varying or v. At the same time, it is able to compress data automatically in areas where stencils are known a priori. It thus seems to be promising to inject state-of-the-art stencil techniques for those regions where the compression pays off and to preserve the present approach's robustness everywhere else.
